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ITIL 4 is here… so what do I need to know?
What will we discuss in this webinar?

Background

How did we come to
ITIL 4?
What is new?

Service Value
System
Key Concepts

Some details

Guiding principles
Practices
Value streams

Alignment

How to align ITIL4 with
other frameworks,
BoKs practices,
guidance

Start

Applying the ITIL4
guidance
How to start and
proceed
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ITIL History
• ITIL – the beginning (1986- 1998)
– Function based practice. 40+ books explaining many aspects of delivering ’IT’, from managing cables to
managing service levels and customer satisfaction

• ITIL best practices in IT Service Management (v2)
– Process based practice. 10 books explaining how to organise around processes. Re-engineering. Most
popular Service Support & Service Delivery; certification in IT Service Management

• ITIL V3 Service Lifecycle
– Service based practice. Introduction of value-delivery through Services. 5 books and complementary
guidance. Updated 2011. Completed with Practitioner Guidance 2016

• ITIL4 Value Co-creation through delivering Products and Services
– Re-start 2019. Logical and thorough introduction through Fondation book. Additional Guidance will be
published from 4Q2019
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ITIL4
WHAT’S NEW

• New and expanded scope
• Governance, Principles

• New concepts

• Service Value system, Service value chain

• Updated (practical recommendations)
•

Dimensions, Practices, Continual Improvement

• New structure of publications
• Foundation first

• New Qualification Scheme
• With Bridge possibility
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Focus on Value

SERVICE VALUE SYSTEM

• Co-creation of value with multiple stakeholders
–
–
–
–

Customers
Regulators
Suppliers
Partners

• Based on defining, understanding and improving service
relationships

Service:
Holistic
Scalable
Customer/business focus
Value driven
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A means to enabling value co-creation by
facilitating outcomes that customers want to
achieve without the customer having to manage
specific costs and risks
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ITIL Service Value System

SVS
Service
Value Chain
Service Value Streams
ITIL Management practices

ITIL Service Value System –
Business model describing and encompassing the
message: we want to deliver value through services

Generic Operating model – describing the activities
needed to deliver value, from engagement to
production.
Specific Operation model – pragmatic, customer
and situation specific value streams that arise in a
provider-consumer relationship where value is
required
Service Capabilities model – descriptions of ways
of working, from functions, organizational guidance
to description of processes, roles and responsibilities
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ITIL4

MAIN TOPIC: IMPROVEMENT
• Continual Improvement as a culture
•

A basic element of the SVS, an organisations culture needs to
be focused on continual improvement in all its aspects

• Improvement as an activity
•

Improvement is the only mechanism that wil enable you to
respond to a changing environment, customer needs,
technological changes, opportunities etc

• Improvement as a practice
•

Guidance on how to use and adopt the principles and cultural
aspects of Continual Improvement in a pragmatic manner
utilizing methods, metrics and down-to earth improvement
activities
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Holistic approach on delivering value:
4 Dimensions of service management
❑ Organisational complexity is
growing, both in structure,
mgmt, roles and
responsibilities
❑ Governance and
Communication

❑ Encompasses relationships with
other organisations involved in
design, development, delivery,
support and improvement of
services
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❑ Includes information,
technology and knowledge
to manage services

❑ Aligns and integrates
process to delivering value
via Products and services
❑ Focuses on activities within
the organisation
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External Factors that affect the organisation’s abilities to
deliver value
❑ Represent the manner in which
value creation is affected by the
outside environment

❑ Primarily affect the dimensions of
service management
❑ They also affect the entire Service
Value System, since the system
never operates in isolation
❑ They need to be taken into account
when defining, designing and
implementing the service value
system
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The Service Value System
5 key elements
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Service Value Chain
Guiding Principles
Continual Improvement
Governance
Practices
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ITILs Guiding Principles
Principles

Rationale

Focus on value

Everything that the organization does needs to map, directly or indirectly, to value for the stakeholders. The focus on value
principle encompasses many perspectives, including the experience of customers and users.

Start where you are

Do not start from scratch and build something new without considering what is already available to be leveraged. There is
likely to be a great deal in the current services, processes, programmes, projects, and people that can be used to create the
desired outcome. The current state should be investigated and observed directly to make sure it is fully understood.

Progress iteratively with
feedback

Do not attempt to do everything at once. Even huge initiatives must be accomplished iteratively. By organizing work into
smaller, manageable sections that can be executed and completed in a timely manner, it is easier to maintain a sharper focus
on each effort. Using feedback before, throughout, and after each iteration will ensure that actions are focused and
appropriate, even if circumstances change.

Collaborate and promote
visibility

Working together across boundaries produces results that have greater buy-in, more relevance to objectives, and increased
likelihood of long-term success.
Achieving objectives requires information, understanding, and trust. Work and consequences should be made visible, hidden
agendas avoided, and information shared to the greatest degree possible

Think and work holistically

No service, or element used to provide a service, stands alone. The outcomes achieved by the service provider and service
consumer will suffer unless the organization works on the service as a whole, not just on its parts.
Results are delivered to internal and external customers through the effective and efficient management and dynamic
integration of information, technology, organization, people, practices, partners, and agreements, which should all be
coordinated to provide a defined value.

Keep it simple and practical

If a process, service, action or metric fails to provide value or produce a useful outcome, eliminate it. In a process or
procedure, use the minimum number of steps necessary to accomplish the objective(s). Always use outcome-based thinking
to produce practical solutions that deliver results.

Optimize and Automate

Resources of all types, particularly HR, should be used to their best effect. Eliminate anything that is truly wasteful and use
technology to achieve whatever it is capable of. Human intervention should only happen where it really contributes value.
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ITIL Service Value Chain – key activities
Activity

Purpose

Plan

Ensure understanding of the vision, current status and improvement direction for all 4
dimensions, products and services

Improve

Ensure continual improvement of products, services and practices across all value chain
activities and the 4 dimensions

Engage

Provide a good understanding of stakeholder needs, transparency, continual engagement and
good relationships with all stakeholders

Design & Transition

Ensure products and service continually meet stakeholder expectations for quality, costs and
time to market

Obtain/build

Ensure that service components are available when and where they are needed and meet
agreed specifications

Deliver & Support

Ensure that services are delivered and supported according to agreed specifications and
stakeholder’s expectations
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Service Value Chain

Service Value Chain:
An operating model which
outlines key activities required
to respond to demand and
facilitates value realization
through the creation and
management of products and
services
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Service Value Chain –
Encompassing the multiple service value streams
Supported by ITIL practices

An organisation has many value
streams. Some are aligned and
synchronized, others not.
May be different from customer to
customer

Examples of value streams:

Service Value Streams

•
•
•

ITIL Practices
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A user needs an incident to
be restored
An error in 3rd party software
creates issues for a user
The full cycle of development
and management of a
business application, from
business analysis to
development, release and
support of application and
related services
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A user needs an incident to be resolved
Value stream rationale

1

2

3
5

6

7
8
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11

No WIFI is available in some part of warehouse: intermittent
connection to truck drivers

22

Warehouse Mgr phones SD; incident is logged, categorized and
prioritized

33

Ticket is escalated to Network team (2nd/3rd line)

44

NW technician identifies source, error in access point; arranges to
replace AP with spare parts. Standard change, documented in CMDB;
Ticket updated; analysis of possible cause for problem.

55

SD contacts Warehouse Mgr to check WIFI

66

Service quality restored; business supported

77

Customer satisfaction is assessed/measured

88

Network Technician analyses preventive measures for these issues
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A user needs an incident to be resolved

1

2

3
5

6

7
8
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VCA

Practice

Value stream rationale

11

Demand

no IT practice involved

No WIFI is available in some part of warehouse:
intermittent connection to truck drivers

22

Engage

Service Desk, Incident
Management

Warehouse mgr phones SD; incident is logged,
categorized and prioritized

33

Deliver &
support

Service Desk, Incident
Management

Ticket is escalated to Network team (2nd/3rd line)

44

Improve

Incident management, Change
Control, Service Configuration
Management, IT Asset
Management, Continual
Improvement

NW technician identifies source, error in access point.
A rranges to replace AP with spare parts. Standard
change, documented in CMDB; Ticket updated;
analysis of possible cause for problem.

55

Engage

Service Desk, Incident
management

SD contacts Warehouse Mgr to check WIFI

66

Value

Customer/user
practice/experience

Service quality restored; business supported

77

Engage

Service Desk, Incident
management

Customer satisfaction is assessed/measured

88

Improve

Service Desk, Incident
Management, Continual
Improvement

Network Technician analyses preventive measures for
these issues
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An error in 3rd party software creates issues for a user
Rationale

1

2

3
4

6

8

Service/software doesn’t support a special character when entering data

2

User phones SD to get this issue reported and resolved

33

Agent researches and finds a possible resolution at supplier’s website – a
new version of the software may resolve this issue; initates 2nd line support
to understand the specific conditions for the resolution

44

2nd line support contacts user and arranges a test to verify the new
version; when user agrees, 2nd line ensures the new software version is
included in the Service portal for downloading by the user.

55

User downloads the new software version and starts testing. Continued
contact with the Service Desk / 2nd line support to manage customer
satisfaction
Incident ticket is completed with customer feedback on proposed
resolution. Satisfaction survey is sent out to measure customer satisfaction

5
7
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6
77

2nd line support continues testing new software version before making it
generally available. When OK, the new version is deployed for release on
demand or controlled release and installation at other users (as per release
plans)

8

Service quality restored; business supported, New Software version
available for all users
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An error in 3rd party software creates issues for a user

1

2

3
4

6

8

Demand

no practice involved

2

Engage

3

Deliver &
Support

Service desk, Incident
mgmt
Incident mgmt, Supplier
mgmt, Service desk

Service/software doesn’t support a special character when
entering data
User phones SD to get this issue reported and resolved

44

Obtain /
Build;
Engage

Incident mgmt, Service
request mgmt, Deployment
mgmt, Service validation
and testing

2nd line support contacts user and arranges a test to verify the
new version; when user agrees, 2nd line ensures the new
software version is included in the Service portal for
downloading by the user.

55

Deliver &
Support

User downloads the new software version and starts testing.
Continued contact with the Service Desk / 2nd line support to
manage customer satisfaction

6

Engage;
Improve

Incident mgmt, Service
validation & Testing,
Service request mgmt,
Service desk
Service desk, Incident
mgmt, Continual
improvement

77

Improve

Continual improvement,
Service validation & testing,
release mgmt, Deployment
mgmt

2nd line support continues testing new software version before
making it generally available. When OK, the new version is
deployed for release on demand or controlled release and
installation at other users (as per release plans)

88

Value

Customer/user
practice/experience

Service quality restored; business supported, New Software
version available for all users

5
7
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Rationale

11

VCA Practice

Agent researches and finds a possible resolution at supplier’s
website – a new version of the software may resolve this issue;
initates 2nd line support to understand the specific conditions for
the resolution

Incident ticket is completed with customer feedback on
proposed resolution. Satisfaction survey is sent out to measure
customer satisfaction
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ITIL management practices
Formerly known as processes, functions, ways of working and general advice

General management practices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architecture management
Continual improvement
Information security management
Knowledge management
Organizational change management
Portfolio management
Project management
Relationship management

•
•
•
•
•

Risk management
Service financial management
Strategy management
Supplier management
Workforce and talent management

Service Management practices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Availability management
Business analysis
Capacity and performance management
Change control
Incident management
IT Asset management
Monitoring and event management
Problem management
Release management
Service catalogue management
Service configuration management
Service continuity management
Service design
Service desk
Service level management
Service request management
Service validation and testing

Technical management Practices
• Deployment management
• Infrastructure and platform management
• Software development and management

You shall not
organize
according to this
process-grouping
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How to align with other
frameworks/methods

DevOps

Continual Improvement is a
basis for LEAN ways of working
AGILE Manifesto aligns well with
ITIL Guiding Principles
ITIL has become less prescriptive;
supports using other guidance

01

06
LEAN

05

02
Agile

ISO/IEC

ITIL Governance aligns to existing
models, controls and metrics
ITIL Practices are aligned on a
generic level to ISO/IEC 20000
Culture to focus on value, automate
& optimize aligns to CI/CD practice
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CObIT

04

Other…

03
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How to start
Service value streams

Dimensions

Identify the value streams active in the organization’s interaction

By understanding the dimensions affecting the

with the customer. Ensure appropriate practices are in place and

service provider, improvements can be identified

start managing value creation

Start where you are

Guiding principles

Understand the starting point:

The principles set out a way of

what are the strategic visions,

approaching improvement

current ways of working and

requirements and goals, urging

existing capabilities and

the organization to

methods (such as ITILv3) so

incrementally improve the areas

feasible plans are made

where most value can be
obtained

New Operating Model
New successful ways of working need to be
evaluated, praised and advertised; they form the

basis for continued focus on what can be improved.
What is successful today, may be obsolete tomorrow

Culture
By addressing the attitudes and
behaviours on continual improvement,
priorities can be set
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3 STEG PÅ VÄG MOT ITIL4
byBrick Management

GENOMLYSNING
Vart står ni idag?
Vilka aktiviteter behöver göras?

GENOMLYSNING

UTBILDNING
ITIL4 Foundation Bridge

UTBILDNING
&
CERTIFIERING

FÖRÄNDRINGSLEDNING

FÖRÄNDRINGLEDNING
Leder människor och teknik genom
förändringen.
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Tack!

Frågor?
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ITIL 4 Education Scheme

ITIL Expert Bridge

ITIL Foundation
ITIL Foundation Bridge
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Benefits
Helps the business compete in
the modern digital world by
focussing on Value

Faster quality and valuable
delivery for customers

Expanded context – supports
organisations with all aspects
of digital transformation

Promotes a holistic view on
delivering products and
services

Easy interaction towards Lean,
Agile and DevOps

Incorporates all the best things
from previous ITIL versions
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Summary of changes

Area

Summary of changes

Message

Holistc view and emphasis on value. Expanded context

Service definition

Co-creation of value, holistic approach

Guiding principles

Introduced with ITIL Practitioner book, are now a core element

Processes &
Functions

Elaborated, logical order and introduced as IT practices, General Management, Service
Management and Technical Management
Includes roles, skills, people and resources

Documentation

Logical introduction , follows the ITIL structure in a better way

Other frameworks

Written to reflect other frameworks, practices and standards, including Agile, DevOps, Lean, IT
Governance, Leadership and Management of Change

Education

Initiation with Foundation, basis for Service Value System approach, elaboration of knowledge in
2 streams, managing professional and strategic Leader
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TACK!
RONALD VAN VEEN
SENIOR SERVICE AND DIGITILIZATION ADVISOR
ITIL EXPERT, ITIL4 TRAINER, CERTIFIED SERVICE MANAGER

RONALD.VAN.VEEN@BYBRICK.SE

+46733776020
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